Primengen mechanisms with additions of pyrogenic organic matter to soil
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Abstract

Additions of pyrogenic organic matter (PyOM) to soil have been shown to both increase and decrease mineralization of native soil organic carbon (nSOC). This change in mineralization rate is referred to as priming, and may have important implications for carbon (C) turnover in soil. This study quantifies both positive and negative priming mechanisms using high-resolution carbon dioxide (CO2) measurements using a series of short-term incubation experiments with 13C-labeled PyOM added to a temperate forest soil. Moisture, nutrient availability and pH were adjusted to minimize any differential effects on nSOC mineralization. Irrespective of pyrolysis temperature (200–750 °C), addition of 10 mg PyOM g⁻¹ soil significantly decreased mineralization of nSOC. Dilution was measured against inorganic bulking materials with different surface areas and accounted for 19% of negative priming observed at day 7, and 13% at day 35. In comparison, substrate switching caused only 1% of negative priming assumed to be equivalent to PyOM mineralization itself. Inhibition did not explain reductions in nSOC mineralization since the microbial biomass did not significantly decrease (p > 0.05). Sorptive protection of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was responsible for the majority of negative priming observed with PyOM additions based on adsorption isotherm experiments as well as co-location of nSOC on PyOM surfaces shown by nanoSIMS. Maximum sorption of soil DOC was 29 times higher to PyOM pyrolyzed at 450 °C than to topsoil, and tripled with an increase in pyrolysis temperature to 750 °C. Sorption to PyOM produced at 750 °C was only reflected in less than twice lower nSOC mineralization. Sorptive protection was with 80% the dominant negative priming mechanism on monthly timescales and likely beyond. These results have implications for long-term SOC storage, because sorption has more persistent effects than substrate switching or dilution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Within the global carbon (C) cycle, soil organic C (SOC) represents a substantial pool of over 2000 Pg C (Ciais et al., 2013). SOC is not only a large C pool – it is also very dynamic, being sustained by large inputs of plant litter that, under equilibrium conditions, compensate for an equally large microbial mineralization of SOC to carbon dioxide...
(CO₂) of about 60 Pg yr⁻¹ (Ciais et al., 2013). These two factors give SOC great potential to affect atmospheric CO₂, because soils contain three times more C than the atmosphere or terrestrial vegetation (Stockmann et al., 2013), and small fractional changes to SOC stocks have therefore proportionally large effects on the global C cycle.

One important avenue through which SOC pools are affected is priming (Bingeman et al., 1953; Kuzyakov, 2010). Priming is defined here as a change in mineralization rate of already-present (native) SOC caused by additions of new organic matter. It can be positive (the mineralization of native SOC (nSOC) increases), or negative (nSOC mineralization decreases) (Bingeman et al., 1953). Recently, the input of pyrogenic organic matter (PyOM) as a result of vegetation fires (Lehmann et al., 2008) or deliberate additions in the form of biochar (Laird, 2008) have received increasing attention with regard to priming of SOC. With climate change, fire activity is increasing globally (Abatzoglou and Williams, 2016; Williams and Abatzoglou 2016), accelerating the deposition of PyOM. PyOM is already ubiquitous in soil, but with these changes, its presence may increase over time (Bird et al., 2015; Santin et al., 2016), which makes priming elicited by PyOM an increasingly relevant process. However, the contribution of mechanisms responsible for nSOC mineralization either increasing or decreasing under different conditions remains poorly quantified (Wang et al., 2016).

Potential mechanisms (Maestrini et al., 2015; Whitman et al., 2015) for positive priming as a result of PyOM include: (i) co-metabolism: microbial decomposition of easily mineralizable PyOM fractions increases microbial activity, and facilitates additional decomposition of nSOC by active enzymes; (ii) stimulation: PyOM additions may result in improved pH, nutrient, oxygen, or water contents as well as general habitat for soil biota resulting in increased microbial activity. Negative priming may be a result of: (i) inhibition: the opposite of stimulation, whereby constraints are aggravated by substrate addition, as well as by inorganic or organic substances in PyOM, which directly inhibit microbial activity. PyOM addition may also cause inhibition by interfering with the functions of enzymes or signaling compounds; (ii) substrate switching: easily-mineralizable fractions of PyOM additions are preferentially used by microbes, causing a decrease in nSOC mineralization; (iii) dilution: addition of PyOM that is largely not metabolized temporarily dilutes more or equally microbially favorable nSOC through physical dilution; (iv) induced aggregation: PyOM encourages aggregation whereby C may be protected and stored for a longer period of time; (v) sorption: organic compounds are sorbed by PyOM, decreasing their rate of mineralization through e.g. cation bridging.

Of the above mechanisms, individual ones have been explored in recent studies with PyOM and SOC in isolation, without an attempt to compare their quantitative importance more comprehensively. Substrate switching has been proposed to be associated primarily with short-term priming through additions of easily mineralizable OM substrates (Whitman et al., 2014b), but has not been quantitatively compared with other mechanisms. Inhibition has been suggested not to apply to PyOM due to the lack of observed effects on microbial biomass (Maestrini et al., 2014). Dilution was proposed as a possible mechanism (Whitman et al., 2014b), yet its quantitative importance and duration remains unexplored. Sorption has been proposed as a dominant negative priming mechanism in various studies (Cross and Sohi 2011; Kuzyakov et al., 2009; Maestrini et al., 2014; Whitman et al., 2014b; Zimmerman et al., 2011) due to PyOM’s high surface area, porosity, charge, and overall adsorptive nature, but not compared to other mechanisms.

Various studies have been conducted on the net priming effects of PyOM on SOC, yielding a wide array of responses (Maestrini et al., 2015; Whitman et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016), and emphasize the need for mechanistic studies that can help in understanding priming mechanisms within different environments. Microbial biomass and activity often increase after additions of PyOM (Lehmann et al., 2011) indicating that direct microbial toxicity is unlikely to play a role for most PyOM materials. Yet such changes may still either reduce nSOC mineralization by substrate switching or increase nSOC mineralization by co-metabolism, the net effect being uncertain. It is clear that soil type (Luo et al., 2011; Keith et al., 2011), nSOC properties (Cross and Sohi, 2011; Whitman et al., 2014b), soil temperature (Fang et al., 2015) and the presence of plants (Keith et al., 2015; Weng et al., 2017; Whitman et al., 2014a) play important roles. While many of these studies have a limited ability to comprehensively identify mechanisms, it is clear that different PyOM properties have significant effects on priming that may even change over short periods of time (Zimmerman et al., 2011). Many of the changes in nSOC mineralization induced by priming occur over periods of weeks to months (Wardle et al., 2008; Whitman et al., 2014a, 2014b; Zimmerman et al., 2011) and likely involve several mechanisms operating simultaneously with changing intensity over time. A comprehensive assessment of priming effects by PyOM with high temporal resolution that would allow attribution of the different mechanisms has not been done.

This study investigates key mechanisms of priming by additions of PyOM. Specifically, the objectives include (1) simultaneous assessment of the contributions by positive and negative priming including inhibition (by toxicity), substrate switching, dilution, co-metabolism, and adsorption; (2) quantification of the rapid temporal changes in priming mechanisms operating during the period immediately following PyOM input to soil; (3) assessment of temporal changes of priming mechanisms over the course of several months.

We hypothesized that (i) dilution is not a significant mechanism in causing negative priming, and is restricted to short time scales; (ii) inhibition by direct OM toxicity is not a significant mechanism for priming; (iii) substrate switching or co-metabolism are short-term and therefore not quantitatively important mechanisms in response to PyOM additions; and (iv) sorption is the most important negative priming mechanism for PyOM.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Methodological approach

This study utilizes a series of mineralization experiments with treatment combinations that allow separate quantification of positive and negative priming mechanisms through (1) adding inorganic materials of different surface areas (ashed subsoil, perlite, and quartz sand) but volume equivalent to the PyOM added; (2) increasing the pyrolysis temperature that enhances surface area and reduces the rapidly mineralizable fraction; and (3) varying the rate of application. Isotopic labeling of PyOM in combination with daily measurements of CO$_2$ emissions and one-time measurement of microbial biomass as well as their isotopic composition allows quantification of the contribution of priming mechanisms at high temporal resolution. These incubation experiments are complemented by adsorption experiments and imaging of the isotope composition on PyOM surfaces at high spatial resolution. Various parameters that are known to influence nSOC mineralization and would interfere with identification of the mechanisms hypothesized, were controlled for, such as by adjusting the pH of the mixtures to the pH of the soil, adding sufficient nutrients to compensate for any nutrient additions or nutrient immobilization by the PyOM, and adjusting the soil moisture content to the same matric potential (see detailed description in Section 2.7).

2.2. Biomass production

Two sets of Preble shrub willow (*Salix viminalis* x *S. miyabeana*) were grown concurrently, one in a greenhouse under ambient CO$_2$, the other in a growth chamber enriched with $^{13}$CO$_2$. Natural abundance $\delta^{13}$C willow was grown as a diluent for the valuable labeled willow used in those incubations where $\delta^{13}$C in the range of 200–400‰ in those incubations where nanoSIMS analyses were not conducted. Samples for nanoSIMS analysis used unadulterated $^{13}$C enriched biomass. Unlabeled materials were used for characterization (Table 1; except for isotope contents). Both sets were grown in Cornell potting mix (*Boodley and Sheldrake, 1972*) from 0.3 m willow cuttings from the Cornell University Willow Research Farm in Geneva, NY. Plants were watered every 2nd day and fertilized weekly. An 18-hour photoperiod was maintained in Percival AR 100L3 growth chambers (Percival, Perry, IA, USA). Day and night temperatures were 24 and 21 °C, respectively, and humidity was maintained around 30–50% RH using a de-humidifier. Plants were fertilized with a modified Hoagland Solution (*Whitman et al., 2014a*) where N was supplied with $^{15}$N-ammonium sulfate (10 atom% $^{15}$N). Photoperiod CO$_2$ was maintained at 400 ppm. A portion of CO$_2$ enrichment was provided by 20 L of $^{15}$CO$_2$ (99 atom %). This was delivered only during the central 16 h of the photoperiod, and only after buds emerged from the cuttings. Labeled gas was metered with a peristaltic pump via a multilayer polyethylene and nylon bag at atmospheric pressure. Plants were coppiced, leaving 2–3 nodes, three times over the 6 month growth period. Harvested material was separated into stems and leaves, and oven dried at 70 °C.

2.3. PyOM production and analyses

Oven-dried willow stems were milled to <2 mm before pyrolysis in a modified muffle furnace (*Guerena et al., 2015*). Samples were heated at 2.5 °C min$^{-1}$ to a target temperature of 200, 300, 450, 600, and 750 °C (Table 1), which was maintained for 30 min. The furnace was then cooled to ambient with a water heat exchanger. Argon gas ensured an anoxic environment during the entire heating and cooling process. To prepare for incubations, PyOM was shaken in deionized (DI) water overnight and rinsed to remove easily-soluble ash and water-soluble material. All PyOM was pH-adjusted to the pH of the soil used in the incubation (4.89) over the course of several days using 1 M HCl. Once the target pH was reached, PyOM was filtered, oven dried at 70 °C and sieved to 150–850 μm.

Ash, volatile matter, and fixed carbon in PyOM and the biomass it was produced from was assessed by proximate analysis according to *Enders et al. (2012)*. Nitrate (NO$_3^-$) and ammonium (NH$_4^+$) were extracted with 2 M KCl and quantified on a continuous flow analyzer (*Bran and Luebbe Autoanalyzer, SPX, Charlotte, NC*). Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was measured using a DOC analyzer (*Shimadzu TOC-5000A, Columbia, MD, USA*) following water extraction using a 1:20 (w/v) ratio that was shaken for 1 h at 100 min$^{-1}$, then filtered (0.45 μm glass fiber filter; GC-50, Advantec, Tokyo, Japan). Total C, nitrogen (N), hydrogen (H), and oxygen (O), bulk $\delta^{15}$C and $\delta^{15}$N were measured using a Delta V Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (*Thermo Scientific, Germany*) coupled to a dry combustion analyzer (*Carlo Erba NC2500 Elemental Analyzer, Italy*). Inorganic C was assessed using the Bernard calorimeter gas displacement method (*Nelson and Sommers, 1996*). Total phosphorous (P) was assessed by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES, iCAP 6000 series, *Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA*) after preparation as per *Enders and Lehmann (2012)*. Briefly, PyOM and biomass was dry ashed at 500 °C for 8 h, followed by wet digestion in concentrated nitric acid (HNO$_3$) and 30% hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) at 120 °C. Cation exchange capacity (CEC) was determined using the method of *Graber et al. (2017)*, and pH was determined in DI water using a glass electrode (detection limit of 0.01 pH units) with a PyOM:water ratio of 1:10 (w/v) (*Orion 3-Star pH Benchtop; Thermo Electron Corporation, Beverly, MA, USA*) according to *Singh et al. (2017)*. Specific surface area (SSA) was quantified using the B.E.T. method with CO$_2$ at 273.15 K and N$_2$ at 77.039 K (*ASAP 2020, Micromeritics, Atlanta, GA, USA*) (see Supplementary Discussion note).

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2018.07.004.
2.4. Preparation of additional amendments

Quartz sand (150–200 μm, U.S. Silica, Frederick, MD, USA), perlite, (Lambert, Quebec, CA) and subsoil (B-horizon of soil used in incubation) were sieved to 150–850 μm and ashed in a modified muffle furnace for 8 h at 500°C to be used in the dilution incubation experiment. SSA was quantified using the B.E.T. method with N₂ at 77.039 K (ASAP 2020, Micromeritics, Atlanta, GA, USA).

2.5. Soils

Soil was collected from a mixed deciduous forest on Mt. Pleasant in Dryden, NY, at 42.460601, −76.387078 (Whitman et al., 2014b). The soil is a Mardin channery silt loam, a coarse loamy, mixed, active, mesic typic Fragudult that has had no instance of burning in recorded history (Table 2). For this set of incubations, the topsoil (0.02–0.2 m) horizon was collected after removing the O-horizon material. Field capacity of each soil mixture (soil + amendment) was determined (method modified from Black et al., 1965) in plastic tubing with an inner diameter matching that of the 60 mL Qorpak jar used in the incubations. Particle size fractionation and texture analysis was done according to Kettler et al. (2001). 

Table 1
Properties of PyOM and the original uncharred biomass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property (units)</th>
<th>Biomass</th>
<th>PyOM 200 °C</th>
<th>PyOM 300 °C</th>
<th>PyOM 450 °C</th>
<th>PyOM 600 °C</th>
<th>PyOM 750 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ash (%)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile matter (%)</td>
<td>92.52</td>
<td>86.90</td>
<td>49.17</td>
<td>23.86</td>
<td>13.99</td>
<td>10.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed carbon (%)</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>13.51</td>
<td>49.20</td>
<td>74.27</td>
<td>83.09</td>
<td>86.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH (H₂O)</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>12.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractable NO₃ and NO₂ (mg NO₃ + NO₂-N kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractable NH₄⁺ (mg NH₄-N kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>106.84</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water extractable C (DOC) (mg kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>5776.0</td>
<td>2343.9</td>
<td>478.7</td>
<td>275.4</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>102.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total H (%)</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total O (%)</td>
<td>47.84</td>
<td>72.63</td>
<td>21.79</td>
<td>12.78</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>7.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total C (%)</td>
<td>56.02</td>
<td>46.02</td>
<td>67.21</td>
<td>76.49</td>
<td>80.67</td>
<td>81.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic C (%)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total N (%)</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total P (mg kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>338.2</td>
<td>242.0</td>
<td>981.7</td>
<td>1965.1</td>
<td>2821.0</td>
<td>3059.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/N (w/w)</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>31.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/organic (mol/mol)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O/organic (mol/mol)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk δ¹⁵N (atom %)</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>8.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk δ¹³C (‰)</td>
<td>748.11</td>
<td>755.66</td>
<td>749.04</td>
<td>693.56</td>
<td>749.85</td>
<td>749.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Not available.
b Before pH adjustment to the pH of the soil (which minimized effects of pH on priming).

Table 2
Properties of the studied soil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property (units)</th>
<th>Temperate Mardin Topsoil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sand (%)</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt (%)</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay (%)</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texture (USDA classification)</td>
<td>Silt loam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field capacity (mL g⁻¹ soil)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractable NO₃ and NO₂ (mg NO₃ + NO₂-N kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extractable NH₄⁺ (mg NH₄-N kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-extractable C (DOC) (mg kg⁻¹)</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total C (%)</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total N (%)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk δ¹³C (‰)</td>
<td>-27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk δ¹⁵N (‰)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/N (g g⁻¹)</td>
<td>13.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH (H₂O)</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.6. Adsorption isotherms

Adsorption isotherms were generated for some of the original materials, namely topsoil, ashed subsoil, PyOM produced at either 450 °C or 750 °C. The DOC for this adsorption experiment was obtained by shaking the topsoil in DI water for 2 h, then centrifuging and filter the soil slurry through a 0.45-µm glass fiber filter (GC-50, Advantec, Tokyo, Japan). The DOC was diluted to 7 concentrations (0, 10, 20, 50, 80, 100, and 160 mg g⁻¹) and each dilution was shaken with 5 g adsorbent (either the topsoil, ashed subsoil, PyOM produced at either 450 °C or 750 °C; all before incubation) for 12 h before centrifugation (2000 rpm for 10 min), filtration, and analysis. Filtrates and original DOC extracts were analyzed using a Shimadzu TOC analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-5000A, Columbia, MD, USA).

2.7. Incubation experiments

2.7.1. General conditions for all three incubation experiments

All three incubations took place in 1-L Mason jars. Thirty mL DI water was maintained in the bottom of each jar to maintain 100% humidity and each jar contained a smaller 60-mL Qorpak bottle with 40 g wet soil + amendment mixture. Dry topsoil and dry amendments or the topsoil on its own (as a control) were added to the bottles, mixed, and water was added to achieve 65% field capacity for the soil + amendment mixture in order to minimize differential moisture availability as a factor influencing mineralization. One mL of a modified Hoagland solution was added to each jar to supply sufficient nutrients to minimize any effects of nutrients added with the PyOM (Whitman et al., 2014b). The pH of each incubation was adjusted to the pH of the control soil without additions in order to minimize the effect of pH (Whitman et al., 2014b). Each treatment was replicated 5 times. Incubations were continuously monitored using a Picarro CO₂ stable isotope analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-5000A, Columbia, MD, USA). Inlet DOC extracts were analyzed using a Shimadzu TOC analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-5000A, Columbia, MD, USA).

2.7.2. Experiment 1: Volumetric dilution

The PyOM (450 °C) was added to soil at 10 mg g⁻¹ in comparison to different bulking amendments to assess the effect of dilution on SOC mineralization. Ashed subsoil, perlite, and quartz sand were added to soil at an equivalent bulk volume to the PyOM addition (1.36 cm³ jar⁻¹) to achieve the same amount of physical dilution but with different surface areas (see supplementary online Table S1). Each treatment was replicated five times. The samples were incubated for 35 d and were measured for CO₂ and its 13C isotope content 84 times over the duration of the incubation.

2.7.3. Experiment 2: Pyrolysis temperature

The PyOM produced at different temperatures (200, 300, 450, 600, 750 °C) was added to soil at a rate of 10 mg g⁻¹. Each treatment was replicated five times. The samples were incubated for 62 d and respired CO₂ was sampled daily.

2.7.4. Experiment 3: Application rate

The PyOM (450 °C) was added to soil at rates of 0 (control), 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, and 10 mg g⁻¹ dry soil. Each treatment was replicated five times. The samples were incubated for 35 days and sampled daily for CO₂ and its 13C isotope content.

2.8. Microbial biomass

At the conclusion of the incubation of Experiment 2 (Pyrolysis temperature), microbial biomass was measured only in soil with PyOM pyrolyzed at 300, 450, or 750 °C in comparison to soil alone by chloroform (CHCl₃) fumigation extraction, using a modified method of Witt et al. (2000) described in Liang et al. (2010). In brief, 20 mL of 0.05 M K₂SO₄ was added to 15 g wet soil for extraction and shaken on a low-speed reciprocal shaker for 4.5 h. Ethanolic-free CHCl₃ (1 mL) was added to a separate set during extraction to lyse the microbes generating one set that was fumigated and one set that was not fumigated. The extracts were centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatant filtered through a No. 41 Watman filter paper. The extracts were dried at 50 °C and analyzed for isotopic C concentrations using the modified method from Brusléma and Duxbury (1996). Dried K₂SO₄ salt extracts were analyzed for total C and δ¹³C using a Delta V Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Germany) coupled to a Carlo Erba NC2500 Elemental Analyzer (Italy). An extraction efficiency coefficient of 0.45 was used to determine the total microbial biomass (Vance et al., 1987; Jenkinson et al., 2004), C recovered by the unfumigated control was subtracted, and 2-part δ¹³C partitioning was used to attribute the microbial biomass C (MB-C) source to either nSOC or PyOM using the equation:

\[ f_{PyOM, MB-C} = \frac{(\delta_{MB-C, Total} - \delta_{nSOC})}{(\delta_{PyOM} - \delta_{nSOC})} \]

where \( f_{PyOM, MB-C} \) represents the fraction of MB-C from PyOM, \( \delta_{MB-C, Total} \), \( \delta_{nSOC} \), and \( \delta_{PyOM} \) represent the δ¹³C signatures of the total MB-C, nSOC, and PyOM, respectively (Balesdent and Mariotti, 1996). \( \delta_{MB-C, Total} \) was calculated from the δ¹³C signatures of fumigated and unfumigated control as well as the C extracted using a simple mixing model. After microbial biomass extraction, soils were air-dried and sealed in air-tight storage bottles.

2.9. NanoSIMS

NanoSIMS images were collected for incubated PyOM particles (only 450 °C and 600 °C) from Experiment 2 (Pyrolysis temperature) at the Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in Richland, WA, USA ( Cameca NanoSIMS 50L spectrometer, AMETEK Inc., CAMECA SAS, Paris, France). To prepare samples after incubation for
nanoSIMS analyses, air-dried intact micro-aggregates (100–400 μm) were broken open using an X-ACTO knife to expose an interior surface along pore spaces within the aggregate. Once the aggregate was opened, a visible PyOM particle was removed using super tweezers and was placed on the sample holder. Also unincubated PyOM (only 450 °C) was mounted in this way. Two methods for fixing the PyOM particle onto a sample holder for nanoSIMS imaging were included to reduce biases and results allowed identical conclusions: (a) The PyOM particle was pressed into indium foil using a glass microscope slide. (b) Particles were embedded in Field’s metal (ESPI Metals, Ashland, OR, USA) by dropping the sample into molten metal at 60 °C and quickly covering it with a glass microscope slide so that the top of the sample and Field’s metal were completely flat. Samples were then sputter coated in ~5 μm high-purity iridium to improve conductivity and imaged with a scanning electron microscope followed by nanoSIMS. Negative secondary gallium ions were accelerated to 8 keV and were simultaneously counted using electron multipliers. The magnetic field was stabilized using NMR regulation and secondary ion peaks were monitored throughout the day and adjusted for drift. Prior to image analysis, image areas were pre-sputtered with about 2 × 10⁶ ions cm⁻². Ion images of ¹²C₂, ¹²C₁₂C⁺, ¹²C₁⁴N⁻, ¹²C₁⁵N⁻, ²⁵Si⁻, ³¹P⁻, and ³²S⁻ were collected using a 1.5 pA, primary beam that had a diameter of approximately 120 nm and a dwell time of 13.5 ms pixel⁻¹. Each 45 μm × 45 μm image consisted of two 256 × 256 pixel frames (175-by-175 nm).

Images were processed using ImageJ software with the open-MIMS plug-in for Fiji (nano.bwh.harvard.edu/MIMSSoftware). Images were corrected for deadtime and QSA (β = 0.5) pixel by pixel and frame-aligned prior to summing the frames. Isotope images were calculated as ¹²C₁³C/¹²C₂ and ¹²C₁⁵N/¹²C₁⁴N and expressed relative to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB) standard as δ¹³C (%ε), or relative to air as δ¹⁵N (%ε), respectively. An in-house yeast reference material with known δ¹³C (−11%ε) and δ¹⁵N (+0.4%ε) (James Moran, PNNL, Personal communication) was analyzed during each analytical session to ensure quality control and to calibrate isotope analyses of the PyOM surfaces.

2.10. Data analysis

Langmuir isotherms were fitted to the adsorption data using the following equation:

\[ q_e = Q_0 + \frac{K_L \cdot C_e}{(1 + K_L \cdot C_e)} \]

whereby \( q_e \) (mg DOC L⁻¹) is the adsorption capacity, \( C_e \) (mg DOC L⁻¹) is the equilibrium concentration after adsorption, \( Q_0 \) (mg DOC g⁻¹) is the maximum sorption capacity of the amendment, and \( K_L \) (L mg⁻¹) is a Langmuir constant. Calculations were performed using non-linear regression, and sum of squares (r²) were calculated using SigmaPlot 12.5 (SAS, Cary, NC).

Respiration data were analyzed using R version 3.3.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Sample respiration was parsed into PyOM and nSOC-derived CO₂-C using the following equations (Balesdent and Mariotti, 1996):

\[ \delta_{measured} = \delta_{SOC} \cdot (f_{SOC} \cdot \delta_{PyOM} \cdot (1 - f_{SOC}) + f_{SOC}) \]

\[ f_{SOC} = \left( \frac{\delta_{measured} - \delta_{PyOM}}{\delta_{SOC} - \delta_{PyOM}} \right) \]

\[ f_{SOC} \cdot CO_2 - C \text{ respired} = f_{respired} nSOC \]

δ¹³C of bulk PyOM (δₐ₈PyOM) was used as the endmember for isotope partitioning, because bulk PyOM values were previously found to be appropriate proxies for δ¹³CO₂ from PyOM (Whitman et al., 2014b). Soil isotope values (δₚₒₒl) to be used in isotope partitioning were obtained daily using the average δ¹³C for CO₂ from control treatments. Mean differences were assessed using ANOVA analysis and Tukey corrections for multiple comparisons, as well as two-sample t-tests between individual treatments. Cumulative respiration data were analyzed using pairwise comparisons between treatments based on a mixed effects linear model with a random effect on the sample jar to correct for multiple samplings.

3. RESULTS

3.1. nSOC mineralization

In comparison to perlite and sand, adding PyOM caused rapid reduction in nSOC mineralization (Fig. 1a) and greater cumulative negative priming by day 2, with PyOM additions causing significantly more negative priming than additions of ashed subsoil by day 30 (Fig. 1c). Cumulative nSOC mineralization after perlite addition was significantly lowered only by day 20 (p < 0.05), and reductions after sand additions were not significant during the entire observation period. Most of the changes occurred during the first seven days, except after additions of PyOM, which was not only strongest during the first seven days but continued throughout the experiment albeit slower than during the initial period (Fig. 1c).

Adding PyOM pyrolyzed at 450 °C caused a reduction in nSOC mineralization by 0.72 mg CO₂-C g⁻¹ soil. By comparison, PyOM mineralization was only 0.0076 mg CO₂-C g⁻¹ soil (purple line without symbols labeled “PyOM respired” in Fig. 1d), which is equivalent to only 1% of the negative priming observed (filled circles symbols labeled “Topsoil+450PyOM” in Fig. 1d).

All PyOM materials added at 10 mg g⁻¹ to soil caused negative priming, irrespective of pyrolysis temperature (200–750 °C) (Fig. 2a). PyOM pyrolyzed at 750 °C caused the most negative priming (significantly different from control at day 30) followed by those at 600, 200, 300 and 450 °C at days 30, 30, 40, 50, and 60, respectively. Adding 750PyOM resulted in 17% lower cumulative nSOC mineralization than the control at day 60.

Increasing the application rate (0, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10 mg g⁻¹) significantly changed cumulative nSOC mineralization (main effect p < 0.05). However, only PyOM application rates of 10 mg g⁻¹ tended (p < 0.1) to decrease cumulative nSOC mineralization by 10% at day 35 as compared to
the PyOM addition of 1.0 mg g⁻¹ (p < 0.05). PyOM application rate therefore had no relevant effect on cumulative nSOC mineralization (Fig. 3).

### 3.2. Microbial biomass

Microbial biomass did not significantly vary between amendments (Fig. 4).

### 3.3. Adsorption of dissolved organic carbon

PyOM produced at 750 °C adsorbed about three times more DOC than that produced at 450 °C, the latter causing a maximum adsorption 19 times greater than either soil (Fig. 5; Table 3). PyOM pyrolyzed at 200 °C did not adsorb any DOC but rather released DOC into solution, as did the temperate topsoil, while the other PyOMs and the subsoil released DOC only at low DOC equilibrium concentrations below 40.9 mg L⁻¹ (450 PyOM) and 2.3 mg L⁻¹ (750 PyOM).
3.4. NanoSIMS

Labeled PyOM showed a strong $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N isotope enrichment using nanoSIMS (Fig. 6). After exposure to soil for 60 d, exterior surfaces of PyOM produced at both 450 °C and 600 °C were covered with unlabeled nSOC in comparison to the original PyOM. This coverage was uneven and showed thicker coatings of unlabeled soil C in some locations than others, appearing slightly more heterogeneous on PyOM produced at the higher temperature.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Positive and negative priming

We observed positive priming as a result of additions of PyOM at rates less than 2.5 mg g$^{-1}$ soil over monthly or longer time periods, which has also been seen in other studies (Cross and Sohi, 2011; Jones et al., 2012; Whitman et al., 2014b). At 10 mg g$^{-1}$ soil, the observed negative priming by PyOM of 1–34% across 200–750PyOM in comparison to unamended soil was in the same order of magnitude as reported in the meta-analysis by Maestrini et al. (2015) for similar incubation times. By performing several different types of incubations and analyses, we determined that dilution and sorption were more important than other negative priming mechanisms in our study as discussed below.

4.2. Dilution mechanism

The observation that daily nSOC mineralization from soil amended with PyOM in comparison to different inorganic diluents largely converged by day 7 (Fig. 1a) may indicate that short-term processes dominate nSOC mineralization during that period. The reduced nSOC mineralization after additions of inorganic amendments (Fig. 1b–d) suggests either dilution or adsorption as the mechanism for negative priming, as no organic substrate was added. The low surface area of the added sand with typically low DOC adsorption (Clausen et al., 2001; Kothawala et al., 2008; Liang et al., 1996) suggests that the resultant reductions in nSOC can be mainly explained by dilution, rather than adsorption. Because all amendments were added at the same volume, plotting their reduction in nSOC vs. their surface area allows us to obtain an estimate of the predicted effects of a dilution by that volume, separately from potential surface area effects: extrapolation of decreasing surface area to a hypothetical amendment with no surface area at equivalent volume to the added PyOM (y-intercept on the
supplementary online Fig. S1; supplementary discussion) indicates a dilution contribution of 1.8 mg CO$_2$-C g$^{-1}$C, or 19% of the reductions observed with PyOM pyrolyzed at 450 °C over the first 7 days. This suggests that dilution is an important negative priming mechanism, at least initially, which has so far only been proposed (Whitman et al., 2014b) yet not quantified. Priming studies also with additions of uncharred OM should include dilution as a possible mechanism and the method developed here may be used for its quantification. However, the greater negative priming with PyOM than is explainable by surface area and the continuously lower daily mineralization of nSOC with PyOM additions beyond the first 7 days indicate that surface interactions may be even more important than dilution.

4.3. Substrate switching and co-metabolism

Substrate switching, by definition, can only be equivalent to the amount of PyOM respired (shown as lines without symbols in Figs. 1d, 2b, and 3b) that is then not respired from nSOC. Since much more PyOM is respired (yellow line in the inset of Fig. 2b) than nSOC mineralization is reduced (yellow circle in Fig. 2b), substrate switching may therefore explain up to 100% of the cumulative negative priming observed for PyOM produced at 200 °C, but not more than 24% for the 300PyOM and, on average, not more than 13% for the additions of PyOM produced at higher temperature (Fig. 2). This is consistent with the different frations of volatile matter in the different PyOMs (Table 1), with 200PyOM having comparatively high concentrations of volatile matter (87%), and higher temperature PyOM having comparatively low concentrations of volatile matter. Mineralization of PyOM (at 450 °C, with volatile matter of 24%) as a proportion of reductions in nSOC mineralization (i.e., negative priming) that can be interpreted as substrate switching, were as low as 1% (Fig. 1). In addition, PyOM produced at the highest tested temperature of 750 °C (with 10% volatile concentration) contributed little to microbial biomass (0.07%), had very little mineralizable C, and, especially between day 40–60, mineralized only 0.0076 mg CO$_2$-C g$^{-1}$ soil d$^{-1}$, which was far below the continued daily reduction of nSOC mineralization of 0.12 mg CO$_2$-C g$^{-1}$ soil d$^{-1}$. Thus, while substrate switching could explain part of the negative priming for the low-temperature PyOM, it is likely negligible for the higher-temperature PyOM.

Co-metabolism did not cause a significant net increase in nSOC mineralization with any of the tested PyOM. This, however, is not sufficient evidence to conclude that co-metabolism did not occur but merely indicates that it was less important than the sum of all negative priming mechanisms together. Co-metabolism may, similar to substrate switching, only occur simultaneously with CO$_2$ production from the added substrate (Blagodatskaya and Kuzyakov, 2008). Using the occurrence of a correlation between 24-hour-mineralization of PyOM and nSOC mineralization as the criterion (Fig. 7), our data indicate that co-metabolism may have occurred early in the incubation, but could not be detected at or beyond 40 days, when daily PyOM mineralization decreased to less than 12% of the daily reduction in nSOC mineralization.

4.4. Inhibition

Microbial biomass did not decrease with PyOM additions, suggesting that inhibition of the microbial community did not play an important role in explaining negative priming. It should be kept in mind that our measurements may have underestimated total microbial biomass with PyOM additions in comparison to no additions, because no adjustments were made for a greater adsorption of any organic matter released from lysed cells during fumigation to the PyOM than the soil, as suggested by the greater DOC adsorption to PyOM than soil (Fig. 5). This would have resulted in an underestimation of the amount of microbial biomass in the presence of PyOM for fresh and aged PyOM (Dai et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2010). However, despite this potential methodological issue, if PyOM was indeed adsorbing additional MB-C, that would indicate that the initial microbial biomass was actually higher in PyOM treatments, further supporting a lack of microbial inhibition. One can assume that if the added PyOM was killing microbes (and thus causing negative priming due to a lower population of respiring organisms) the microbial biomass would be less than in the unamended control. This mechanism was tested in this study by excluding changes induced as part of varying pH, water or nutrient availability, as these were all controlled. This result corroborates earlier studies that also did not find inhibition due to organic or non-nutrient inorganic compounds in PyOM (Bruun et al., 2008; Kolb et al., 2009; Maestrini et al., 2014).
Fig. 6. Distribution of $^{13}$C (a, c) and $^{15}$N (b, d) isotopes of PyOM particles produced at 450 °C (a, b) or 600 °C (c, d) using nanoSIMS analyses isolated from soil after incubation (see method for isolation procedure) in comparison to the original PyOM shown for 450 °C (e, f); bright pink colors indicate enriched material reminiscent of the original PyOM and blue colors indicate natural abundance materials from nSOC. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Greater adsorption of DOC to PyOM than to soil can quantitatively explain the lower mineralization of nSOC in the presence of PyOM in our study. Sorption has been proposed as a likely mechanism by several authors (Cross and Sohi 2011; Kuzyakov et al., 2009; Maestrini et al., 2014; Whitman et al., 2014b; Woolf and Lehmann, 2012; Zimmerman et al., 2011) due to PyOM’s often high surface area, porosity, charge, and overall highly adsorptive characteristics (Ahmad et al., 2013). Significant removal of DOC of 26–52% by PyOM was also reported in organic horizons (Pietikäinen et al., 2000). Our adsorption isotherms showed 19-times greater DOC sorption to the 450PyOM than to the ashed subsoil and an even greater sorption than to the topsoil. The 750PyOM was capable of adsorbing 3 times more DOC than the 450PyOM, but only produced about 1.8 times more negative priming than the 450PyOM. The lower reduction in nSOC mineralization compared to the increase in DOC adsorption could be caused by the vast differences in experimental practice. In the adsorption experiment, DOC, soil and PyOM were all freely suspended in water where they could easily interact, whereas in the incubation, although the soils were moist, there would have been much less mobility of DOC and nSOC and therefore overall less interaction. However, the comparison illustrates that adsorption is quantitatively a likely process.

The decrease in nSOC mineralization with greater conversion temperature may provide a further argument for adsorption as the main mechanism promoting negative priming in this study even with PyOM produced at low temperature: the decrease in mineralizable C from PyOM produced at 450 °C compared to 750 °C was far less than the reduction in nSOC mineralization and reduction in volatile matter. Therefore, adsorption may be underestimated as a process for reducing nSOC mineralization at lower pyrolysis temperature.

Our nanoSIMS data also supported the proposition that nSOC was adsorbed on the surfaces of PyOM. The 450 and 600PyOM both showed natural abundance δ13C values on the surface of the highly labeled PyOM, indicating that nSOC was indeed present on PyOM surfaces. Whether this co-location of PyOM and nSOC actually led to interactions and how strong these were cannot be discerned by nanoSIMS. The patchiness and apparent accrual of SOC in micrometer-sized cavities on PyOM surfaces may indicate sorption in excess of a monolayer. The accrual of nSOC along discernable morphological features of the PyOM may serve as an indication of sorption mechanisms that are not random. Whether such patchiness is a result of the surface morphology (e.g., entrapment of nSOC in large pores) or variations in charge properties as observed on mineral surfaces (Vogel et al., 2014) is not clear and would be an intriguing subject of future investigation.

### 4.6. Comparison of mechanisms

Using the data from this suite of experiments, we suggest that the most likely mechanism of the negative priming observed is sorption, with dilution also being a significant contributor during the first week. We further suggest that substrate switching and inhibition mechanisms do not contribute significantly to negative priming interactions. Although we did observe substrate switching, this only accounted for 1% of negative priming with dilution explaining 19% (Supplementary Fig. S2). The majority of the remaining negative priming (80%) may be due to adsorption, based on our adsorption isotherm assay and supported by nanoSIMS observations. Unlike substrate switching, adsorption interactions between PyOM and nSOC may be more long-lasting, with net negative priming continuing for a longer period of time (Woolf and Lehmann 2012; Zimmerman et al., 2011). The continuation of this negative priming may be limited by adsorption sites, but it is not known if saturation of these sites will eventually limit negative priming by adsorption. Because the isotherms indicate a several-fold greater maximum potential adsorption than observed emission reductions of SOC after 60 days, one may expect negative priming by adsorption to continue for some time. The negative priming observed 7–9 years after PyOM addition (Dharmakeerthi et al., 2015; Weng et al., 2017) and in PyOM-rich Amazonian Dark Earths that are several thousand years old (Liang et al., 2010) suggests that negative priming may continue for years to millennia after PyOM input. Although additional adsorption on PyOM surfaces may continue for some time including pore filling, it is not certain that adsorption is sufficient to explain the accrual of nSOC over years to millennia, since adsorption of DOC (as seen in Fig. 5 for relatively short-term batch experiments) must be limiting negative priming eventually. Whether PyOM effects on aggregation (Obia et al., 2016), signaling between microorganisms (Masiello et al., 2013) or electrochemical processes (Sun et al., 2017) play a role for priming in the presence of PyOM remains to be quantified.

Positive priming through co-metabolism is also occurring early in the incubation with up to 38% short-term increase in nSOC mineralization (which increases the gross effect of negative priming by adsorption by an equivalent proportion), but is overwhelmed by negative priming over...
time. The relative importance of different mechanisms responsible for negative priming, as summarized here for PyOM pyrolyzed at 450 °C (Supplementary Fig. S2), will vary with PyOM properties, as shown here and in other studies (Zimmerman et al., 2011), and also with soil type and SOC properties (Whitman et al., 2014b).

5. CONCLUSION

Dilution accounted for a significant portion of negative priming, but adsorption is the most likely explanation for the majority of negative priming by addition of PyOM observed in this study for PyOM produced at 300 °C and above. Substrate switching was able to explain reductions in nSOC mineralization after additions of weakly charred (200PyOM) OM. Sorption of nSOC on PyOM surfaces has the potential for long-term carbon storage, as the nSOC is bound to the surface of persistent PyOM and may thereby be protected from mineralization. Given that PyOM naturally exists widely in soils, and fires are expected to increase in the future in many ecosystems (Santín et al., 2016), these results indicate that priming should be incorporated in biochar management decisions and accounted for in carbon cycling models. Except for adsorption, these mechanisms may also be important for additions of uncharred organic matter. Especially dilution should be included in future studies of priming by charred and uncharred OM additions using the method developed here. In order to correctly parameterize such models, more long-term studies and field experiments with and without plants must be conducted to ensure that our results are representative of real-world PyOM-nSOC interactions. The fate of adsorbed nSOC should be further examined, as it is not clear whether adsorption of microbial or plant matter constitutes the bulk of the retained nSOC, and whether eventual desorption or in-situ mineralization may remobilize it, reversing the negative priming observed here.
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